I soaked up hope on that icy morning, but as I took in the metropolis of expectant faces that had gathered on The Mall-hallowed soil where a slave market once operated-I was reminded how conflicted was this moment of deliverance. 2) Some 1.8 million had assembled to celebrate an overdue fulfillment of America's founding promise.
3) Yet a considerably larger mass-equivalent to adding the population of Boston to the capital throng-spent the same day behind bars. 4) For America is not only the land of the free, as soldier tenors crooned. By the numbers, it is also the land of the unfree, the most incarcerated society on earth.
Although it is seldom discussed in such terms, imprisonment has become a defining feature of late-modern American exceptionalism. My research has tried to bring these three factors to the fore: 14)
To expand the frame of historical analysis to encompass the full history of the prison, from genesis to metastasis, from the original era of American unfreedom, slavery, to our own, mass imprisonment.
To contend fully with the southern roots of America's uniquely harsh approach to criminal justice, homing in especially on Texas, the most locked-down state in the nation and well-spring of punitive policy innovations from lethal injection to prosecutor empowerment. And to take seriously the fact that measures of racial disparity in criminal justice have worsened in the post civil rights era; that more than fifty years after Brown v. These facilities filled up with convicts of all sorts, but overwhelmingly they caged poor men of color. Since 1968, the white prisoner population has increased eight fold, the black prisoner population fourteen fold, the Mexican American population twenty-five fold. 24) In per capita terms, the picture is, if anything bleaker. A half century ago, before the Montgomery Bus Boycott, before the War on Poverty, blacks were imprisoned at roughly four times the rate of whites. Today, African
Americans are imprisoned at seven times the rate of whites, nearly double the level of disparity measured before desegregation. Jim Crow has retreated from the free world but taken up residence behind bars. 25) * * * These statistics are the subject of much hand-wringing among liberal-minded scholars and practitioners, but if one reviews the changing politics of punishment in the North and South in the post civil rights era, they are hardly surprising. Criminal justice is notorious for producing unintended consequences, but the hyper-inflation and racialization of American justice was hardly unpredictable. Two epochal shifts in US politics make this plain. 
